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IND
ION, THEORY, ,. PRAXIS
In con
induetion""we will develop the
view that we must account for certain· elabo.formations as attempts to cope
Analytical
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contrast two situations when an inductive conScientific theories may
clusion might be reached. 1) A situation when ate societies, but there .
a thing of a certain sort, "A" has been found to need to operate
be associated with a thing of another sort, "B", di
ish
and has never been found dissociated from a T
thing
ort "el1, and 2). a situation
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vid cases, but can be subsumed under scientific theory. It is frequently suggeste
we can have mdre
fidence in indu
under the second condition. In one ide
reason to be mo
respect, there is'
'e
case than in th
r
a scientific theory, the em~
pirical
theory can only be a finite number of observations.
W e e shed on the persistent belief th
is more'j
iedforinduction? At this point, 'it is signfi
t to note that
the first condition merely concerns a pro
tion form and an infinite number of indu
.of that form could be made. The second.
tion involves refe ce to scientific th
which,in'any cultural context, .
a
finite
ber.
dividual generalization is
formed 'us;
ts. which link
particular s
eories. Scienti
are not r
.formed as generali2ed reflection on the work. They link inti
to
praxis. There is practi
d for humans to
form principles
. em to choo bes. They seek to 0
tween real alte
with
s which m
it more "likely that
they will reach'
r objectives. This is :the
sential context of sc tific theory..They
ive principles which
essentially the co
explicit in a speci
.Iture, to enable humans
to cope with uncertainty. When the problem is
basically one of knowing what is likely to happen, this is solved by reference to pure scie..... essentially one of de
ence.
ing what means. to 'adopt to reach a given objective,
n the reference is to appl
ience. If people
d according to the
lation of random generalization, there would be
social chaos. Since there are an infi
s- t
sible genera
s that
be formed T
i- the theory of k
which woul
chaotic his sense~ fo
ho
es, our confidence in inductions is constructed and how it changes.
cal pu
not merely limited; it is zero. On the other hand,
Ayer, A. J. 1963. Con
of a Person and
since we are assured that acting according to
er
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scientific princples is best, our confidence is
Brown,
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